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ding mac.hines must convert pages of written

text into a form that can be interpreted by a computer. Algorithms that carry out this process

.

suaUy handle the task in either of two basic

ways. I The first method is to segment words of text into isolated characters and recognize the indiVidual characters. This
technique is most successful if the input text is made up of
characters that do not touch or overlap one another. However, the method is prone to errors when words cannot be
segmented or when characters are broken because of noise in
the image. The second, more general method for reading
images of text is to recognize entire words as indiVidual
units. This method is more difficult because of the need to
recognize a larger number of symbols; so it is typically used
when it is difficult to segmeilt it word into its constituent
characters-for example, in cursive script. l The success of
both techniques is considerable in some domains, but neither has resulted in algorithms that can read unconstrained
text, instantaneously switching between text printed in
different fonts and scripts, as a human reader can. l
To attain some of the human ability to recognize text
printed in an almost innumerable variety of fonts and
scripts, some researchers have adapted relevant portions of
the human reading process to the development of reading
algorithms. Shillman,4 for example, determined the
parameters of procedures for recognition of isolated characters from psychological experiments. The success of his
methodology was demonstrated in experiments in which
hand-printed examples of the letters U and V were distinguished by machine with even better accuracy than by
human subjects. s
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The approach discu*ed in this article also seeks to adapt
relevant portions of th~ human reading process to the
machine reading probl~. An objective of this work is the
development of a com*utational word recognition model
< that reflects the essence of the processes a person con. sciously and uDconsciqusly executes while reading a running
text. It is hoped that thl: text-reading methodology and
algorithms discussed hj:re will eventually possess human
fluency. A complete solution to this problem will require
many components, from input-level image processing to syntactic and semantic a~yses, and expert levels of perform- .
ance probably will not ibC achieved until most of these
components are in platj:e. The techniques described here,
however, should proVide the basis for continued development of these componfnts.
.
The psychological iq.vestigation of the human reading process has been under ~y fot over 100 years. One of the first
observations made a~ut the way people read was that our
eyes do not move smoOthly from left to right across a line of
text. Rather, our eyes .pave iil'jumps from one fIXation point
to the next. It was alsq discovered that there are anywhere
from 0 to 3 fIXations ~ word. Other early work rejected the
conjecture that we s1hesize word identities from the recognition of indiVidual diameters; experiments demonstrated
that human subjects ~gnized a four- or five-letter word. in
about the same amount of time it took to recognize an isolated character. (, Sub~uent work stressed the importance of
the whole word to thelrecognition process and showed that
important features an; extracted on the word level and do
not depend on the se~entation of a word into characters. 7
Contemporary theories of word recognition in fluent reading
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Figure 1. A trle for the dictionary be.
down, has, he, then (a) and a letterfeature table (b). Terminal nodes In
the trie are indicated by an apos·
trophe. The features for each letter
are represented by the digits 0
through 5.
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involve multiple. interacting processes that carry out tasks
ranging from feature extraction to high-level goal analysis. a
According to one theory, information at various distances
from the current fixation point is processed in different ways
as a person reads from left to right across a line of text. 9
Preliminary processing of words to the right of the current
fixation point provides expectations about the idemity of the
initial letters in upcoming words. More precise visual
processing at the current fixation is integrated with these
expectations and with information from other sources to
recognize the fixated word. This is similar to using information to the right of a fixation to generate hypotheses about
the upcoming word and using information from a fixation to
test the hypotheses.
Interesting parallels are apparent when the human reading
process is compared to developments in algorithms for reading digital images of text. For example. the observation that
fluent reading is not done on a character-by-character basis
suggests that to achieve human competencein an algorithm,
some word-level processing should take plate before characters are identified. Also. an explicit identification of individual characters may not be an essential part of a reading
algorithm. Another interesting observation is that the
hypothesis generation and testing that is an implied part of
some theories of human reading is similar to the pattern
recognition technique of hierarchical classifier design.lO
The strategy of hypothesis generation followed by hypothesis testing is adopted here as the basic design of an algorithm for reading digital images of text. The objective of
hypothesis generation is to follow the human methodology,
using features extracted from a word without frrst segmenting it into characters. These features suggest a
neighborhood-a group of words that are hypotheses about
the identity of the input word. These word hypotheses then
drive a hypothesis-testing technique that matches the input
to one of the hypotheses. 11 The result is a recognition of the
input word image.
A neighborhood is a subset of a fIXed vocabulary of words
called the dictionary of the system. The method used to
compute a neighborhood is similar to a previous technique
for cursive script word recognition.ll This article presents a
generalized technique that uses sequences of discrete features and an efficient dictionary representation to compute
neighborhoods. A statistical analysis determines the effect
of any feature set on the performance of the technique, and
a specific feature set for lowercase text is shown to produce
good results. Image-processing experiments further demonstrate the feasibility of this feature set. The extension of this
technique to uppercase and mixed-case text is discussed
elsewhere. 13
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Neighborq.ood computation
I

The neighbQrhood of an input word is computed by a
two-step procciss of feature extraction followed by dictionary
lookup. The fcjature extraction phase determines a small
number of disfrete features that are easy to extract from an
image, ensurinjg efficiency and accuracy. The features should
be common tol as many printed font styles as possible so that
a wide variety bf text can be read. The output of feature
extraction is the left-to-right sequence of features present in
an input word.
The diction.ry lookup process uses the sequence of features output by the feature extraction phase to determine the
neighborhood;of words with the same sequence of features.
A letter tree, ,*Ued a lrie, is used for this purpose because of
its flexibilit~d the natural way that it can take advantage
of the sequent aI nature of the input. A.trie is a data structure that is . ntially a finite automaton representation for
a fixed dictionJary of words. The usefulness of the trie has
been demonst~ted in algorithms for cursive script
recognition!· and contextual postprocessing. IS
An example of a trie for the dictionary be, down, has, he,
then is shown In Figure la and a data structure called the
leiter-feature ~able is shown in Figure lb. Each letter in the
input alphabet (the lowercase letters a to l in this example) is
described by a sequence of features in the letter-feature
table. The f1eares shown in Figure Ib are numbered with
the digits Ot ugh 5. The specific meaning of such features
will be made ear later. The letter-feature table is used during the looku~ process to map the features detected in an
image onto noides in the trie. The lookup process uses a simple postorder
rsal in combination with the letter-feature
table to retu
the words that match the input feature
string. These WOrds are the neighborhood of the input feature string. Fot example. if the string of features numbered
2110 is given to the lookup process, and the trie and the
letter-feature table in Figure I are used, the neighborhood
containing he jmd be is returned.

StatisticaIj evidence
I
I

The potenti~ usefulness of the neighborhood computation as a geneljator of hypotheses is measured by the number
of dictionary ~ords in the neighborhood of an input word.
Ideally. the neighborhood of any input word should contain
a small num~r of dictionary words, to simplify the work of
any subsequerit recognition procedure. This goal must be
IEEE EXPERT
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t>alanced against the feature detection requirement of a
small number of features that occur in many fonts. The following study uses five statistics to project the performance
of different aspects of the neighborhood calculation technique when input words are drawn from a large corpus of
(ext. The statistics and the methodology of the study apply
to text printed in any font, as well as handwritten script;
however, results are presented only for lowercase printed

ANSd =

1 if s (wi) "" s (Wj)
eqshape (W/tWj) =

[

ootherwise.
then the neighborhood size of the ith dictionary word Wi is
Nd

ns (Wi) '"

l: eqshape (Wi, Wj),

i-I

where Nd is the number of words in the dictionary.
We measure the average neighborhood size (ANS) by partitioning the dictionary into neighborhoods that contain
words with the same shape number. If Nit is the number of
neighborhoods that occur in a given dictionary, if NSf is the
number of words in the ith neighborhood, and if Nd is the
number of words in the dictionary, then ANS is computed as

This statistic measures the number of words that can be
expected to occur in a neighborhood in the dictionary.
The average neighborhood size per dictionary word
(ANSd ) is given by the following formula:
FALL 1986
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Definitions of statistics. For a given set of features num,>ered 0, I, ...• n -I, the shape number of a word is defined
:IS the concatenation of the numbers of the left-to-right
equence of features that OCCur in the word. If n is greater
I han 10, a separator is placed between feature numbers to
,)reserve uniqueness.
The neighborhood size (ns) of a dictionary word is the
'lumber of dictionary words with the same shape number. If
;(Wi) is a function that computes the shape number of the
!th dictionary word. and the following predicate is defined:

I

This quantity measures the exr:ed number of words output by the dictiona ry under th assumption that there is a
uniform probability of encoufltering any word contained
therein.
Another statistic that consi~'ers the frequency of occurrence of words In the source t t is the average neighborhood
size per text word (ANS,). whi. h is computed by

ANS, =

~ext.

~-I

i

N,

where ns(tw/) is the neighborh~d size of the ith word in the
running text, ns(Wi) is as defin~ before, new;) is the number
of times the ith dictionary wo~d occurs in the source text,
and NI is the total number of 'WOrds in the source text. For
example, if an entire source t~ consisted of the phrase
"never say never," NI would b~ 3, and Ndwould be 2; tWI =
"never," tWl = "say." and tMfJ = "never." Also, ns(tWI) =
n.s(tw:) = ns(tw,) = I, and AM = ANSd = ANSI = 1.
ANSI measures the projected J?erformance of the neighborhood calculation as it affects the hypothesis-testing portion
of the computational mOdeL~. the probability of encountering any word image is propo onal to the number of times
that word occurs in the text, t en this quantity expresses the
average neighborhood size ih . will be encountered if a text
is prOcessed in a word-by-worcl fashion by a reading
algorithm.
These three measures of a~e neighborhood size mustrate different aspects of the PFrformance of the neighborhood calculation. ANS is a suj.tic measure that gives
information about the breakup of the dictionary but does
not account for any dynamic characteristics of the procedure. ANSd is a dynamic m~ure of the "stress" expected to
be placed on a dictionary stru!=tUre during the running of the
algorithm. but it assumes onlf.a uniform probability of
encountering any word and th s embodies little knowledge
about the source text. ANSI is a dynamic measure of the
average number of words thatlwould be presented to an
algorithm carrying out compl~ recognition of the source
text. A5 such it is the most int~resting of the three since it
best shows the effect of the n~ghborhood computation routine on the overall reading algfrithm.
'IWo other statistics that pro~ect the performance of various aspects of this algorithm k the percentage of the dictionary uniquely specified by ~hape and the percentage of
text uniquely specified by shalk- These are the percen~ges
of words in ~e dictionary an~'text that fall i~ a .ne~h~r
hood contairung only those rds. These statlSUcs mdicate
how much of the dictionary d text are recognized by the
neighborhood calculation a1o~e. In the "never say never"
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example, SO percent of the dictionary and 33 percent of the
text are uniquely specified by shape.
Experiment on lowercase text. In an experimental study
the five statistics defined above were determined from a large
body of text known as the Brown corpus. 16 Containing over
1,000,000 words (500 sample passages of about 2000 words
each), the text was designed by a group of linguists at Brown
University to represent edited modem American English.
For this study the entire corpus was converted to lowercase
and six features (listed here by their numerical representations) were used to define the shape of each word:
(0) A significant area at the beginning or end of a word
filled with one or more nonvertical strokes (e.g., the area to
the right of the vertical part in a c).
(I) A short, vertical part (e.g., the leg of an r).
(2) A long, high, vertical part that extends above the main
body of the word (e.g., the ascender portion of a b).
(3) A long. low, vertical part that extends below the main
body of the word (e.g., the descender in a p).
(4) Dots over short, vertical parts (occurs in an I).
(5) Dots over long, vertical parts (occurs in aJ).
These features were selected because of their simplicity
and the relative ease with which they can be computed from
the image of a word. Many other features could be used, but
they would probably not be as simple and easy to determine
as those listed above. For example, the holes that occur in a.
b, d, e. g, 0, P. and q are an obvious feature to consider, but
their detection in the presence of image noise such as broken
or touching characters is notoriously difficult. Another feature that could be used is the slanted parts that occur in k,
v, w, x. Y. and z. To simplify feature analysis, this feature
was not used.
The shape number-that is, the left-to-right sequence of
feature numbers-for each character is shown in the letterfeature table in Figure 1. The shape num6er of a word is
constructed by appending the shape numbers of its characters, deleting any zero that appears between two non-zeros,
and retaining at most one zero at the beginning or end. For
example, the shape number of dog is 121111, the shape number of cal is Ill, and the shape number of lie is 1410. The
zeros are deleted in the middle and retained at the ends :
because it is easier to recognize filled spaces at the ends of
words.
The Brown corpus was designed to be representative of
the written English language; thus experimental results derived from it should be extensible to a more general situation.
The corpus is divided into IS subject or genre categories:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Press reportage
Press editorial
Press reviews
Religion
(E) Skills
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(J) Learned
(K) General fiction
(L) Mystery/detective fiction

(M) Science fiction .
(N) Adventure/western fiction

(F) Popular lore
(G) Belles lettres
(H) Miscellaneous

(P) Romance/love stOry
(R) Humor

The five stati~tical measures defined earlier were computed
for the entire !=orpus as well as for each of its IS genres. thus
providing inf4rmation about the projected performance of
the neighbor~ood computation technique in a general situation as well
in situations. more like a typical reading environment. wh<1re text coversil single general subject. The
results of thisiexperiment are presented in Thble I, which
shows that 28 percent of the dictionary and 9 percent of the
entire corpu~.re uniquely specified by shape. The value of
ANS is only 5 over. the whole text, and ANSd and ANS, are
22.9 and 38.4, respectively. When measured over the genres,
the smallest NSd value is 4.2 and the highest is only 10.8.
This trend is peated in the ANSI figure, where the smallest
value is 5.8 a d the highest is 16.4. Thus, restricting the subject matter of the source text reduces the values of ANSd and
ANSI by abo~t half what they are in the entire corpus.
The same siatistical measures were also computed over
subsets of the corpus that contained words with the same
number of ch~racters. The results, shown in Table 2, indicate
the potential Ji>erformance of the neighborhood computation
technique unqer the assumption that the number of characters in a word lcan be accurately estimated. (Note that this
assumption
be different from the assumption that a
word can be ~gmented into characters.) Thble 2 shows that
the highest values for ANS~ ANS. and ANS, are now 3.7,
16.0, and 15.61 whereas their previous values were 2.5, 22.9,
and 38.4. Thetefore, the average number of words presented
to any subseqUent recognition routine by the neighborhood
computation reduced by a factOr of more than two when
the ntimber 0 letters in the input word is known. The table
also shows th effect of estimating the number of letters in
an input wordj when words of length greater than or equal to
14 characters
considered. Here, more than 9S percent of
all words are uniquely specified by shape.
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Experimental simulation
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A series of ~periments was carried out on digital images
or lowercase tords to show that the features used to define
neighborho04s in the statistical study could be computed
from words p~inted in a variety of fonts. The objective was
to extrapolatel: the results of the statistical study to real
images of text. Although further development of the imageprocessing portions of the algorithm might be necessary to
realize a comrhercially viable algorithm. the experiments
demonstrate the feasibilty of such an endeavor.
The image ~atabase for these experiments contained 10
complete 24~oint font samples (see Figure 2 for examples
from each
that were digitized on a laser scanner at a
resolution of 00 binary pixels per inch. These data were segmented into c, aracters and stored in individual files. Words
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Table 1. Summary of the projected performance
of a procedure that computes the shape
• <;.f lowercase words. Results are broken down
In terms of the genres as well as the entire text of
the Brown corpus.
Genre

A

Nd

Nt

11,807
88,051
8,653
54,662
7,751
35,466
C
34,495
0
5,733
E
9,846
72,529
F
12,678
97,658
G 16,218 152,662
H
6,692
61,702
J
14.244 160,920
K
58,650
8.554
6,315
48.462
L
M
3.001 . 12,127
N
8,065
58,790
7,713
P
59.014
R
18,447
4,693
Corpus 43,264 1,013,549
B

% dict. % text
ANS ANSd ANS,
unique unique
19
35
2.0 10.1 14.3
20
1.9 7.6 11.6
39
24
1.8 7.2 9.
41
1.7 4.9 7
25
47
21
2.0 8.6 12
37
19
2.0 9.6 14
36
15
2.0 10.8m
36
1.8 5.3
23
40
21
1.9 9.0 13.4
39
2.0 7.9 12.1
18
37
1.9 6.7 9.9
19
37
1.6 4.2 5.8
30
48
2.1 8.3 12.2
18
34
2.0 7.9 12.3
19
37
1.7 5.0 7.4
30
45
2.5 22.9 38.4
28
9

were then generated by appending the appropriate character
images. Although these fonts are a small subset of the thousands of fonts available for typesetting and they are all the
same point size. they vary enough in visual characteristics to
test the performance of the neighborhood calculation. For
example. there is wide variation in size within the 10 fonts:
height ranges from 154 pixels for the Caslon font to 216
pixels for the Bembo font; width. as measured by the w,
varies from 94 pixels for the Caslon Antique to 161 pixels for
the Americana. Stroke thickness also varies widely: the
thickness of the long, high. vertical stroke in the b ranges
from 10 pixels in Americana to 20 pixels in Bodoni Bold.
Considered together, these are size variations (from the
minumum value) of 40 percent in height, 71 percent in
width. and 100 percent in stroke thickness.
The shape number of the image of a word was determined
by the following algorithm:
(I) Adjust for variation in stroke thickness by thinning or
thickening until the width of the thickest stroke is within a
tolerance. The width of the thickest stroke is determined
from measurements on the vertical density projection histogram. The tolerance is a range about the mean thickness of
the widest strokes in the 10 fonts.
(2) Find all dots.
(3) Find all vertical parts and classify each as a spurious
response; a short. vertical part; a long. high. vertical part; or
a long. low, vertical part.
(4) Match any dots determined in step 2 with the nearest
vertical part. I f that vertical part was class; fied as a short.
vertical part. then classify the dot and this vertical part as an
i. If that vertical part was classified as a long. low. vertical
FALL 1986

Table 2. Summary of thE!! prOjected performance of a
procedure that comput~s the shape of lowercase
words as a function of Word length. The Input texts are
subsets of the Brown c<)rpus that contain words of the
same length. _
wl

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Nd

26
253
1,028
2,624
4,478
6,132
7,034
6,430
5,347
4,032
2,557
1.578
908
455
216
83
17
48
35
>=18

i % dict. % text
ANS ANSd ANSI
unique unique
33,244
91 1.9 3.0 1.3
35
172,064
5
7
3.0 6.1 5.6
16 3.7 12.2 11.1
215,282
13
5 3.7 15.1 15.6
161,528
13
112,229
17
17 3.2 16.0 14.9
86,432
23 2.5 10.9 11.3
1 79,119
35
29 2.0 6.9 7.8
56,413
48
44 11.6 3.9 4.1
61
40,053 !
56 1.4 2.4 2.5
26,959
72
69 1.2 1.7 1.8
14,927
82
79 1.1 1.3
88
85 1.1 1.2
8.137 '
4,208 !
93
88 1.0 1.1 1.2
96
95 1.0 1.0 1.1
98 1.0 1.0 1.0
99
589
100 1.0 1.0 1.0
97 1.0 1.0 1.0
75 II 100
100 1.0 1.0 1.0
Nt
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(1) Americana
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(6) Caledonia

~ ~~~(t '!'t~ ~!'S:.'i"

f

hijklm

hijklm

(2) Baskerville Bold

hijklm
(3) Bembo

hijlt:.lm
( 4) Bodonl Bold

hijklm
(5) Bodoni Bookface

(7) Cas/on

hijklm
(8)

caslon Antique

hijklm
(9) caston Bold

hijklm
(10) Caslon Bold CGndensed

Figure 2. Examples of ch~racters from each font used
in the recognition tests.
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size

vert 1
vert 2
vert 3
vert 4
vert 5
vert 6
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8
8
7
14
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8
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7

1028
116
112
97
392
1047
114
1041
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78
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78
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min. y
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0.45
0.45
0.45
0.42
0.14
0.45
0.13
0.45
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I

max.y
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0.58
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cog
109
87
87
86
86
61
87
62
87

yof I
coal
1091
87 I

1

~I

86
63
87
62
88

dist. from
cog tocoa
1.0
2.0
1.0
1.4
1.0
2.2
2.0
1.0
1.0

hgt"wld
size
22
52
48
36
14
45
54
129
34

P2A
.2.3
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.4
2.5
1.9
2.5
1.8

i

Figure 3. Program operation example: (a) an input word in the Caledonia font; (b) the vertical bars in the input
word that are detected by the convolution; (c) table of features used to diffe$ntiate the four classes of vertical
parts; (d) the shape number for the input word. Notation in the feature table:lmin. y prop. and max. y prop. are the
minimum and maximum y locations on a scale of zero to one for each compbnent; y of cog and y of coa denote
the actual y values of the center of gravity and the center of area; and dist. ffom cog to coa is the Euclidean distance between the center of gravity and the center of area

part, then classify the dot and the vertical part as aj.
(5) Determine if there is a significant area at the beginning or end of the word that contains one or more nonvertical strokes.
The thinning in step 1 is done with a standard. pixel-based
thinning algorithm. IS The thickening method changes any
white pixel to black if the white pixel is connected to a black
component. This is repeated until thj: desired thickness is
reached. The location of dots in step 2 is done by finding
large (greater than 60 pixels), connected, black components
in the upper third of the image. Step 4, the matclrlng of dots
with vertical pa,rl..s, is done by measuring the horizontal distance between the centers of area of a dot and the vertical
parts in the image. The vertical part closest to the dot is the
one matched to it. If the dot is beyond a threshold distance
from any vertical part. it is classified as a spurious response.
The determination of significant areas containing nonvertical strokes at the beginning of a word in step S is done by
thresholding the horizontal distance from the rust black
pixel in the original image to the rust vertical part. The value
of the threshold depends on the width of the thickest stroke
in the original image. An analogous process is applied at the
end of a word.
Step 3, the location and classification of vertical parts,
has two stages. The first stage locates the vertical parts by
convolving the input image witb a vertical bar mask (55 rows
by I column) and thresholding the output (at a value of 22).
This operator effectively smooths the image and removes
many of the slanted portions of letters such as x. The classification stage determines wbether a Yertical part is a spurious response; a short, vertical part; a long, high, vertical
part; or a long, low, vertic:U part.
The classification of vertical parts is carried out with a
polynomial discriminant function. 19 Ten features were calcu-
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lated for each co~nected component: height, width, size (in
pixels), minimurny value as a proportion of height (or min.
y prop.), maximuPt y value as a proportion of height (or
max. y prop.), th~ y value of the center of gravity, the y value
of the center of
the Euclidean distance between the
center of gravity and the center of area, the difference
between the size
the product of the height and width,
and perimeterl/4:" 1t .. size (called P2A). Eight combinations of these f~ures were also used: P2A.2, P2A1,
P2A .. height. P+A .. width, P2A .. size, P2A .. min. y
prop., P2A .. m*- y prop., and size2. P2A is a shape measurement that helps discriminate between spurious responses
and Yertical parU. P2A was used as a feature after it was
observed that a ~rge number of spurious responses had a
shape distinctly ~fferent from tbe shape of vertical parts.

aFt
fnd

The coefticie~ of the classifier were learned during a
training phase. ~e data for this pbase were the components
that result from f:onvolving the isolated characters in each
font with the 55:x 1 mask. The classifier was tested on the
training data an~ yielded a correct classification of 98 percent of the 26 xilO = 260 input characters.
It is interesti~ to note that even though this is a high rate
of performan~ the actual recognition rate for words may
vary widely depending on how many words contain the
erroneously clwlsified characters.
Figure 3 sho~ an exafnple of the image processing carried
out by this algonthm. Figure 3a shows the original image of
the word possib'e. Figure 3b shows the thresholded output
produced by th4 algorithm after convolution with the vertical mask. The <fmplete set of features for each component
in Figure 3b is $iven in Figure 3c. The shape number for possible shown in figure 3d is computed from the information
in Figure 3c by ~he classification algorithm.
IEEE EXPERT

Table 3. Accuracy of the shape number computation for the 630 words inl sample G60 of the Brown corpus.

Font
Americana
Baskerville Bold
Bembo
Bodoni Bold
BodoniBook
Caledonia
Caslon
Caslon Antique
Caslon Bold
Caslon Bold Condensed

Characters
not touching
% correct
% error
99.8
0.0
100.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
99.7
0.3
100.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
99.4
0.3
93.7
4.6

Several experimental runs were made to test the performance of the image-processing imd classification algorithms.
One of the SOO samples of text in the corpus was randomly
chosen and used to generate images of words. The sample,
number 60 in genre G (belles iettres). is a 2003-word excerpt
. from Molly and Me by G. Berg and C. Berg. The dictionary
of this sample contains 630 words. Although this is a small
sample. 54 percent of the words in the running text of the
entire corpus occur among the 630 words in the dictionary. 1
Test images were generated from the 630 words in two
ways. In the [ust method the appropriate character images
were appended and the characters were not allowed to touch.
This method is designed to test the general-purpose performance of the recognition algorithm on good-quality
input. In the second method the character images were
appended and moved horizontally until their black portions
touched. This tests performance under a condition easy for
humans to compensate for but difficult for a recognition
algorithm that requires topologically distinct characters.
The results of these tests are presented in Thble 3. Under
the first input condition. a better than 99 percent correct
classification rate was achieved in 9 out of 10 cases. The
Caslon Bold Condensed font has a 93.7 percent correct classification rate. When the second condition (characters
touching) was tested. the best performance was 99 percent
for the Bodoni Bold and the worst-case performance was 7S
percent for the Caslon. This indicates SC\'eral areas for
improvement. Many of the errors were due to the erroneous
detection of slanted partS, which could be corrected if
slanted parts as well as vertical parts were detected. Other
errors could be corrected in the trie search if the tests performed on a component were specialized on the basis of the
letter in which the component couJd occur. For example. one
set of tests could be used if the component was probably a
FALL 1986
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I

i

Characters
touching
% correct
% error
84.2
5.2
93.0
3.1
86.0
2.0
99.0
0.2
79.6
7.4
75.0
8.2
80.3
4.6
94.3
2.5
96.5
1.7
89.8
1.5

spurious response in a w; another set could be used if the
component wasi a short. vertical pan in an n.
An examinat~n of the errors committed in the experiment
on touching chtcters showed that many of the vertical
parts were mis assified as spurious responses. The proximity of other I tters caused the convolution to produce
components lesj; rectanguJar than the components used in
developing the cf1assifier. The problem could be corrected by
training the claSsifier on such components or by designing a
classifier less dependent on measures of component shape
than this one.

he statistical study and experimental simuJation
sho that the neighborhood calculation techniqu described here has an initial level of feasibilit . Experiments with more fonts and further
work on the im e-processing routines are needed to achieve
commercially .d levels of performance.
Extensions 0 the neighborhood calculation technique are
under way. including the incorporation of uppercase and
mixed-case text. This requires the definition of a feature set
for the upperClde alphabet and the development of imageI
processing routi,Des to detect those features, coupled with a
preprocessing routine that locates uppercase letters in the
input image anq detects uppercase features at the indicated
locations. A
procedure could be used for italics.
Statistical studi of an uppercase feature set have shown the
feasibility of co puting neighborhoods of upp<:rcase and
mixed-case text. 3

T

Si;ar

The use of th~ neighborhood calculation technique on
handwritten cu~ive script would require the definition ofa
feature set that CoUld be extracted from a wide variety of
scripts. Features such as ascenders and the number of cross-
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ings of a line through the middle of a \W)rd have been used
for this purpose. 12 It remains to be seen how well these features would perform on cursive script from a large number
of writers. However, if such features can be computed with
enough accuracy, the statistical analysis presented here could
be used to project performance in this domain.
The work discussed in this article is the first step in the
development of a computational model for visual word
recognition that possesses the human adaptability to different input formats. A complete methodology. which will
incorporate this work in the first stage of its processing, is
now being developed. Other portions of the algorithm will
use the neighborhood of an input word to direct the detailed
analysis of an image. The use of constraints between words
of text is also under study.2°(1

10. J. Schuermann .jlnd W. Doster, "A Decision Theoretic Approach
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